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Panic in a Pandemic

The journey through this school year has been one with many obstacles and 
constantly changing paths.  When I did the Kentucky Reading Project (KRP4RTA) in 
June 2020 I never dreamed that school would be virtual for a large part of the year.  
I teach first grade and honestly teaching students to read online scared me...a lot!  
As a sixteen year veteran I felt like I was starting over.  This helped shape the 
direction of my literacy action plan (LAP).  Take a journey with me through this 
uncharted territory.



Questions?

● How do you do small groups during virtual learning?
● How do you assess a student’s reading level during multiple types of learning 

(virtual, hybrid, regular)?
● How do you know if students are growing?
● What resources are available for online reading level assessments?
● What digital resources are available for online books that will meet a variety of 

levels?



What is the LRA?  

The first issue that I had to tackle was how to actually get an accurate reading level for my students 
since we were utilizing virtual learning.  Due to the pandemic the way we normally get a baseline 
reading level was not possible.  The RTA teacher introduced me to the LRA.  The LRA (Leveled 
Reading Assessment) created by Pioneer Valley is an online assessment that teachers can use to 
assess a student’s reading level.  It is free! The Pioneer Valley website describes the LRA below:

“There are three parts to the assessment that the student must complete. Part One involves reading a few high frequency words. Part 
Two involves reading a few stories to gauge the appropriate reading level. You will also have the option to read to your students three 
comprehension questions and have your student answer them.”

https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment

I used this data get a baseline reading level and form my reading groups.

https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment


Leveled Reading Assessment - LRA

https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment Benefits and Uses:
-baseline reading data
-monitor progress by using 
common benchmark texts
-can be done in person or 
online
-provides consistency through 
multiple modes of instruction
-can be used to form groups
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https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment


Beginning of the Year Reading Levels 
(as determined by the LRA)

Level AA - 1 Level F - 1

Level A - 3 Level G - 0

Level B - 3 Level H - 1

Level C - 1 Level J - 1

Level D - 1

Level E - 0



Jan Richardson’s Sight Word Lists

The LRA is part of Literacy Footprints.  Literacy Footprints incorporates the following instructional resources:

The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading by Jan Richardson

The Next Step Forward in Word Study and Phonics by Jan Richardson and Michele Dufresne

This led me to dig deeper into Richardson’s work.  I discovered that she had sight word lists that matched each level of the 
LRA.  Google slide shows were created for each list of words that corresponded with the reading level.  These lists were then 
incorporated into small group instruction.    



How were the sight words used?  What activities did I use?

● Used during small group instruction
● Shared on Google Classroom so families could practice with students at home
● See it, Say it, Write it 
● Incorporated into reading responses 
● Used in sentence frames
● Used in speaking frames
● Practice through Google Slide shows
● Students practiced sight words with a partner
● Students practiced sight words independently
● Incorporate intentional use of sight words in journal writing
● Add sight words to the word wall



See it, Say it, Write it

● Sight words are presented to students. (See it)
● Students say the word.  (Say it)
● Students write the word on a marker board and flash it to the teacher.  (Write it)
● Extensions:  Have students write the word as the teacher says it without seeing 

it.  Have students write a sentence using the word after they have written it.  



Family Involvement

★ Sight word lists were shared on Google Classroom
★ Information shared through Dojo
★ Students were taught how to access sight words
★ Students had access to Google Classroom and lists at home
★ Discussed how to use sight words with parents during meetings/conferences



Current Data - Reading Levels as assessed by the LRA

***I gained and lost several students throughout the school year.  These 14 students were the ones that have been in my class from the beginning of the year until now. 

A - 0 G - 2 M - 1

B - 1 H - 0 S and up - 1

C - 0 I - 0

D - 0 J - 2

E - 3 K - 0

F - 1 L - 3



Results and Conclusions

● At the beginning of the year 9 out of 14 students were reading at a level D or lower.
● At the beginning of the year 1 student was reading at a level J (end of first grade 

level).
● Currently 1 out of 14 students is reading below a level D.
● At the beginning of the year 1 student was reading at a level J (end of first grade 

level).
● Currently 7 students are reading at a level J or above.
● Currently 6 students are reading between levels E-G with hope of approaching grade 

level by the end of the year.
● Incorporating intentional sight word instruction through multiple modes increased 

student reading levels.
● The LRA includes reading comprehension questions at each level.  Students must be 

able to answer the questions accurately in order to move to the next level.



How did I track student data?

● LRA was administered at midterm and the end of each nine weeks.
● Sight words were assessed and documented throughout the year.
● Anecdotal and small group notes  



What went well?   

● Posting sight words on Google Classroom
● Able to see what sight words students needed to master to move to the next level.
● Students are actively engaged in sight word instruction
● Students can see individual growth as they move through the sight word lists
● Lists correlate with student’s instructional reading level
● Lists are 10 manageable chunks
● Student reading levels increased
● Worked well with online small group instruction
● Allowed for continuity between virtual and in person learning/instruction
● Family involvement with reading instruction
● Increased collaboration with other first grade teachers - they started using some of 

the pieces from this plan



What would I change?

● Start at the beginning of the school year instead of October
● Individualize lists on Google Classroom for each student 
● Include students in making their own flash cards
● Create a student data tracking system so they can color in a graph with their progress
● Provide videos for parents to model how to do See it, Say it, Flash it
● Teach students how to do See it, Say it, Write it with a partner



Additional Resources Used 

● Raz Kids Plus - https://www.raz-plus.com/
● LRA - https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment?_pos=1&_sid=384ed3644&_ss=r
● Rivet Reading App (no longer available)
● Literacy Footprints (purchased in March) - https://pioneervalleybooks.com/

https://www.raz-plus.com/
https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment?_pos=1&_sid=384ed3644&_ss=r
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